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Modern pop artist POSE's work relies on harnessing deceptively simple human emotions like love,

loss, and triumph and presenting them in complex unions of vivid colors and layered applications

that express something much more profound than what s apparent at the surface level. His first

monograph chronicles this process in every stage, presenting an eye-popping collection of street

art, murals, collaborations, and gallery work. It features 50+ paintings and sculptures as well as an

intimate look inside the artist's studio. Named One to Watch by CNN in 2015 as part of an

international television series that shines a light on up-and-coming creative talent set to be the next

big names in culture, POSE has been applauded for his ability to take seemingly everyday and

disposable items and re-introduce them into the world as carriers of a much deeper meaning.

Edition is limited to 1500 copies and includes limited prints, including a hand-pulled 1 color Color

Study screen print signed by the artist.
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